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bleeding from the KS in his groin today. Mid-afternoon,
had good sit up on edge of bed session - lots of orange and
good pee into bottle - fresh knickers, good lift - good
partnership! I’m learning to help him keep track of the
days - I always say, ‘It’s five o’clock on the afternoon of
Thursday’ - or whatever - he’s getting his sense of night
and day back a little. Also helping him cope with not
seeing anything - warning him of drink approaching,
guiding his hand to tissues and bowl, etc.
I’ve been giving him most of his drink with a straw - just
picking up two inches or so, stopping top with finger and
releasing it into his mouth - much better than toothbrush,
though that worked well. We’ve got this down to an almost
wordless routine now - he opens his mouth and sticks out
his tongue (as I said to him like a baby bird waiting for
mummy coming home with food!) and I deliver the
orange. When he’s had enough he moves his hand from
side to side.
Seeing him not seeing (his left eyelid is hardly opening
over his now sightless eye, recently his good eye) has
brought me close to tears - it’s awful - the thing he feared
most - yet there’s so little sign of distress, though registrar
felt it was upsetting him this morning.
I realised in a flash of inspiration early this morning
that we’ve been treating him as incontinent - which he’s
not - he’s just immobile. ‘Bedpans!’ I demanded. None to
be had - Boots? - ‘Two days to three weeks,’ they said.
Useless. Then, of course, bloody hell, there’s actually a
bedpan in the commode so we’ll try that next. I feel so
stupid.
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New district nurse turned up today in uniform - I
opened the door and looked blankly at her (no finesse
some nurses - she obviously thought it was obvious who
she was). I mentioned that she was the first person in the
whole medical team who’d turned up in uniform and let
the street know what was going on. ‘Did I mind?’ she
asked. I wasn’t sure if I did or not. ‘I never thought,’ she
said - a little lapse, I think - the district nurses are the least
sophisticated of all the medical team - they’re competent,
dedicated professionals, but tending to a slightly
overbearing, jollying kind of behaviour. One of them is the
only person who’s made me feel at all inadequate or
criticised - she has an unconscious and unrecognised
assumption that I’m stupid or ignorant. The example
which sticks out was when she saw the Flagyl infusion.
She picked up a sterile swab and said, ‘When you draw this
up you must use one of these...’ Well, of course, I had
been using them for weeks. (It was rather remarkable to
discover that some of our daily routines even nurses aren’t
allowed to do because of the radical nature of the drugs
and procedures.) There was also the Christian bit too,
about which I still feel very uneasy and upset. I’m in
danger of getting obsessed by the issue - but in the midst
of all this stress, these things matter. What matters more
is that Roy feels one or two of them handle him roughly
and wash him (or whatever) whether he wants it or not.
They are a bit bull-in-a-china-shoppish in comparison
with the laid-back community care team.
Roy has been remarkable. Sue visited today and his first
question was, ‘How is Snooks?’ (her cat).
s
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I’ve been thinking a good deal about the funeral today
- writing words, ordering the pictures, and so on. It’s odd
- but it seems to be necessary - it’s got to be good and
planning is essential.
20 March - Friday midnight: A really most pleasing day
with regard to Roy’s condition - though an utterly
paralysing one from my point of view - hours and hours of
nursing.
I was up around 9 (having provided drinks for him
around 6) - and wasn’t finished until 12 - drinks,
experiment with bedpan (he didn’t need it after all but
good practice!) - then district nurse, then real need for
bedpan, then clearing up, drinks, mouthwashes, injections
- etc. etc. Volunteer came at 1pm - I went shopping,
bought electric bell to summon the staff, as I told him his voice is too weak to shout (though it looks as though
it may just be too difficult for him even to press the little
button). District nurse, then friend Nicky came, then
9:30 - drink - he got himself up on the edge of the bed the commode - are we making progress or are we making
progress?!!! When I went to get fish and chips (our
Chinese next-door neighbours run the fish and chip shop
at the end of the road) he ordered a variety of fizzy drinks
- asked for cream soda and ice cream - gulped it down,
belched, apologised and said, ‘I’m enjoying it so much!’
and then had another glassful. To be able to find such
pleasure! There were tears of joy in my eyes.
He’s been full of strength, endurance, goodwill today amazing - humour. Talking about how the district nurse
s
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had been much better today, he said it resulted from her
being told what’s what - ‘I’m becoming like you,’ he said to
me, ‘a - Friesian!’ I said, ‘Well, you shouldn’t have to put
up with such things.’ He said, ‘But some things are
beyond your control.’ Indeed.
My, my, it’s demanding work - he has no sense of time
at all - time of day, or duration - our last session was over
an hour and a half - and I was whacked - he couldn’t
remember when he’d been on the commode - just forty
minutes earlier.
He’s still so kind and grateful - and affectionate - the
hand proffered for holding, the generous word.
He’s obsessed with the bowl by his side - hating the
prospect of being sick without it. Bedpan and commode are
a great relief to him, I think. His sense of the most basic
dignity and order.
21 March Saturday 6am: Up since 5 when Roy woke me
saying he needed the loo. We managed bedpan routine very
efficiently together and cleared up in a total of only about
twenty minutes. Then drinks - first from straw (drink
bombs!) - then from 20ml syringe - works much better.
I put talc on after I had dried him: ‘Executive!’ he says,
‘I’ll come here again!’
It’s a wild, windy, wet morning - dawn chorus
surprisingly vigorous outside - he can’t hear it.
For the physical movements he counts down and then
makes the move - wherever possible on his own - e.g.,
shunting the few inches up the bed after he’s been sitting
on the edge before lying down again, ‘5-4-3-2-1.’
s
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I think I may prepare the morning drugs injections now
- then we can sleep in without worry.
He’s very coherent - just occasional wanderings as what’s
going on in his head becomes words - but not much - once
or twice he’s alarmed me by startled physical movement as
he’s tried to get up or do something - but easily dissuaded.
I must get back - he’s back on the pan for a possible
second bout.
11:15pm: We woke at 11ish - Roy very dry mouth - I
pottered about, came back in and found him flat on his back
doing arm exercises: ‘Just to keep things moving,’ he said.
There is something quite alarming about the unreserved
demands - demands made absolutely on inner promptings
and needs without regard for normal constraints.
We’ve just had an (endless) two and a half hour session starting with a succession of drinks - ginger beer, cream soda,
lemon squash and, second time round, water, milk and
finally tea. There was a bedpan session - excellent, swift,
efficient, all cleared up, then a slight accident - new pads,
cleaned up - OK - more drink - then another call - largish
wet one - cleaned up, new knickers - more drink - sit up on
edge of bed - change syringe driver - evening injections.
There was a point at which the demands were beginning
to wear me thin - grate on my nerves - five drinks in a row
(down to kitchen, new glass, more ice, back up) - it felt as if
it could go on forever until I simply passed out. He’s very
gentle, appreciative in his requests - and has no sense
whatever of my exhaustion, nor the time and energy he’s
demanding.
s
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I missed three TV programmes I thought I might escape
into - they’re all taped - and now I sit dreading the next
call. I was thinking how potent a drama this relationship is
- how it could be a kind of nightmare play or novel, in
which the weak, helpless patient destroys the healthy, living
carer completely and unwittingly.
I think there are few barriers between his internal world
and the external now. He comes out with odd remarks
which belong to the internal world, which make little sense:
‘Fifteen quid’s a lot for the fare.’
‘Where to?’ I say.
‘Milton Keynes and that place up there on the wall.’
(He points to a map he can see.)
‘You’re looking at a different wall,’ I say.
‘No, that one there,’ he points ahead as if it existed
outside his head.
(Milton Keynes is the rail station we travel to when
visiting my brother.)
Or,
‘It’s just a single track in London...’
‘Railway or underground?’ I hazard (this one peters
out).
There are times (there were a couple tonight) when I feel
so detached from him himself - when he seems to be a kind
of insatiable object or machine - where imperatives follow
each other so rapidly it’s extraordinary. Three bedpan
sessions in a row - it’s hard to remain patient and kind - I
manage it - but each occasion is a swallowing of
exhaustion, a denial of hopes to sit down mindlessly and
watch TV, have a fag and a cup of tea.
s
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It looks as though the diarrhoea is as controlled as
it’s going to be - we’ll probably just have to live with it
- and, I dare say, more broken nights.
The house is full of lovely spring flowers in huge
quantities which I bought today - daffies, tulips, irises,
tiger lilies - and I told Roy about them and got him to
feel the vase we bought in Amsterdam and the daffies
in it. He seemed pleased. I bought a cheap leg of lamb
today (£5) and told him I was going to cook Sunday
dinner (as it were) for us both.(I said I’d set and serve
two places and imagine he was sitting with me - and eat
his as well like a child and an imaginary friend.) This
seemed to please him as well.
Yesterday, when I brought in the bell, he said, in a
kind of affectionate disbelief and gratitude, ‘Oh,
Bruce!’
The horizons of the world are shrinking to a very
small compass - my mind is full of Roy, the sickroom,
the routines, and, hovering in the background is the
fear of this going on for ages - putting my immediate
future in some kind of chaos (work? time off? house?).
I’ve thought about having to give this up and have a
nurse or find a bed somewhere for him. I think I shall
have to ask for help if it goes on beyond Tuesday or so.
He’s still turning himself, lifting his bottom without
help, still psychologically quite vigorous - still smiles,
makes cheeky remarks. Seems generally comfortable the great cravings for oral lubrication - at least we can
satisfy that - though whether we should be offering
such a variety is an open question!
s
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22 March Sunday 6:15pm: Although it is only a couple
of hours ago, I’m not sure if I can project myself back into
the helpless, weary, panicky state I was in for the first two
thirds of the day.
I went to bed last night at 1:30am, having watched, and
enjoyed Moon and Son - got quietly into bed, within two
minutes Roy was asking for a drink. I can’t remember
what else he needed, but I put my head down at 2:30am.
5am he woke and was wanting drink? Pee? I can’t
remember - was that the awful, panicky session with him
on the edge of the bed falling backwards if unsupported me frantically trying to get his knickers off to let him have
a pee? (How do you take the knickers off someone who’s
sat up and whom you can’t possibly face lying down and
lifting up again?) It was awful - him agitated, distressed me feeling weak and agitated and distressed. That episode
could have been at 10 o’clock when he next woke and I got
up. I was feeling bewildered and disoriented.
Drawing up his injections - this all seems like days ago
- it was this morning - the front doorbell rang. Not
expecting anyone - ignored it. Eventually saw that it was
volunteer Dennis - at 10:30 instead of expected 3pm.
Then district nurse arrived at the door - I was very
unwelcoming, I think. Dennis went off to get Sunday
paper for me. He returned and went - I thanking him for
the paper - then heard answer-machine message from
volunteer co-ordinator saying that Dennis was coming.
Continued with injections, then set about cooking leg of
lamb, parsnips, Yorkshire pud and excellent gravy.
Beautiful meat!
s
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In the morning I’d phoned the community care team and
asked to talk with Rob - I knew I needed help - bewildered,
increasingly exhausted, I couldn’t face any more. Before he
came I decided we needed a nurse tonight.
I sat on the sofa - my head in a whirl - indifferently reading
the paper, dreading a call from upstairs, hoping, each time I
went up, that he was asleep (he slept long this afternoon).
Rob came and the cloud started to thin - the ‘wilderness’
(to use the imagery I chose) seemed no longer to be
inevitable and for ever.
We talked about permission to die - Roy had said last night,
‘I wish I wasn’t here’ - and I checked that back with him
today: ‘Well, things aren’t excellent,’ he said.
I made sense of the last week by saying to Rob perhaps
we’d been too ambitious together in fighting on - perhaps
we’d gone on longer than was natural or right - strayed
from the path by the river of truth/integrity/right doing into this wilderness - where we had been lost, alone,
struggling - me resisting leaving him there just so I could
get out. As we talked, I had a very clear mental image
(vision?) of the edge of the wilderness which we were
approaching (was it an aerial shot?), a long stretch of open
scrub or desert and in the distance a town or city with a
bright light shining from it. Just a momentary glimpse.
Rob was full of wonderful mystic/theological wisdom talked of wilderness being a place you go to search for
truth; a place you go to find reality; a place where you
escape - and , of course, a place where you get lost.
I recognised how trapped I had felt - Rob brought fresh
air into a stifling cell (a strange contrast to the wilderness
s
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image) - and that these last three/four days seem to have
had a vastly extended timescale - it was only Tuesday I was
at work - only four and a half days here in what was
becoming chaos - my life having no more structure, no
more distinction between night and day than Roy’s.
Rob talked to Roy. Yes, he had had enough, but how did
you do it? he asked. Rob evidently talked about letting go,
about thinking of a holiday brochure - look at the pictures
- where do you want to go - heaven? - perhaps - a tropical
beach? - friends, no pain, good things. He told Roy that
we must start saying our goodbyes - tomorrow. Oh gosh.
I spoke of the feeling that perhaps Roy and I had
distorted the natural flow of things - that I had responded
to his helplessness in such a way that it provided a kind of
compensatory source of energy - and therefore he could
carry on - that there was a symbiosis strengthening him
and weakening me, postponing the natural point of
departure, at the natural point of balance - but we could
never have suspected or discovered this without doing it.
‘Giving him permission’ - assisting in his death,
abandoning him, letting go, wow! - easy enough to
theorise about - can I do it? Am I ready? Is it right? And
it’s not abandoning him.
I so much don’t want us to say goodbye at a time when
he may feel it’s because I’m tired and played out - but Rob
said that you can’t isolate one from the other - that I am
part of his death - he part of my life - that what’s
happening between us is part of a single, unitary process.
I don’t want him to die: I have to face that, whatever
preparations we have made - it’s too huge a cataclysm for
s
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me - I look at him, lying in bed, his vacant eyes looking (to
me) so tragic in their uselessness, his soft repetition of
‘please’ every time he’s offered a drink; that lovely, familiar
face, still alive, full of meaning, full of Roy. While exhausted
by the demands, I still want him - without his illness - and
without his frailty, his dependence.
And that’s another strange thing (I may have noted it
before) - his utter, naked, vulnerability and his acceptance of
it. (As we went to sleep last night, he said: ‘I rely on you a
hundred...hundreds of millions percent.’ I felt this could
have been, ‘Don’t give up, don’t let me down now,’ - Rob
felt it might be just affirmation. I was in no state to
interpret such subtleties, but I think Rob was right.)
How different dying is from all one imagines - how long
could he actually continue in this state? How long should
he continue? Should we aid and abet the event? I actually
don’t know - we’re not even talking about pharmacology;
this is something much less tangible, but evidently equally
as potent as drugs.
My call to the community care team this morning, I said,
was about quality of his life and of mine. So it is. Neither
of us has it now - so the key is removing Roy’s absence of
quality and returning quality to me through his death. Dear
me. But we are talking, I suppose, about reconciliation with
the inevitable - he is dying, I am alive (for however
unpredictable a span!) - we cannot alter that.
I feel a great weight lifted from me - I am still tired, but
not disabled. Rob’s intervention provided all I had hoped for
in terms of clarity, purpose, order - though there’s still so
much which is unclear and in disorder! Momentous times.
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23 March Monday 11:30pm: I found it quite hard to
hand over to the agency nurse last night and continued
clucking about like a mother hen for some time - Roy
insisted on opening his bowels before I went to bed, so we
did that in private and I got the nurse in to help clear up.
He peed simultaneously, but fortunately he was well
padded up (pads lying on him) and all was absorbed - no
soiled sheets. (He’s always asked for a bottle previously.)
Feeling quite peculiar, lost, I bedded down in the spare
room on my own - desultorily watched a little of Dr
Strangelove (reluctant to abandon my freedom!) - took
two sleeping tablets and a large whisky (as prescribed) and
soon fell into deep, eight hour sleep. Felt much better this
morning, went through morning routines (injections,
drinks) with nurse present and did odd bits of business
(brochures and things for work) before district nurse
arrived for wash, nail clipping and general, quiet attention.
I’ve got a pile of bills paid now and oddments sorted
out, including the latest drug order. District nurse and GP
called in this afternoon - told them about Rob and our
talk. They were kind and attentive (what GP ever visited
so much when there’s nothing for her to do except sign the
prescriptions?)
Today, Roy has been moving more inwards, I think,
much more of the detached chat - oddities (he woke up
with pins and needles in his right leg; I was massaging it
and he said something like, ‘Do it like a cake’ - at one
point when he was just going off to sleep after drinks, he
said, ‘When are we going? I thought you were taking me
to a wine-tasting.’)
s
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We started the ‘letting go’ conversation, twice, gently
today. I asked him how he felt about things, whether he’d
had enough. ‘It’s a struggle,’ he said and indicated that
there wasn’t much pleasure left. ‘Are you ready to go?’ I
asked. ‘I think so.’ ‘It will be somewhere where there’s no
pain and struggle,’ I added. He drifted off intermittently
and chat was brought to an end by the front doorbell
ringing.
He seems very peaceful - though there’s evidence of lots
of random thoughts surfacing - but now he doesn’t
distinguish their internal nature and is muddling them up
with what is actually happening outside. During chat
about the variety of drink he wanted he started talking
about a fruit bowl (oranges included - he was having
orange juice) and made the shape of round fruit with his
hands.
Time has taken on a new quality for me - extended,
tenuous - I find myself moving at a slow pace - sitting
contemplating a document or simply sitting from time to
time - unable to move myself along - though I’ve also done
plenty (bills, papers, etc.; made potato salad to have with
the cold lamb; went shopping, and so on).
I’ve written to the bank manager asking him about
establishing the Roy Deakin Memorial Fund. I think it’s
a good idea - it will be a strong gesture of continuity for
Roy and all his strength - along with the benefits (however
small) for others in his position. (I think I’d want it to be
to provide the smaller things which offer that extra quality
- a last holiday - flowers, equipment, and so on.)
Something to continue him. Needs thinking about.
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I fell asleep on the sofa today after supper - and realised
just how tired I still was. It will take some recovering
from, I think.
Suggested to Roy that we might phone his Mum - but
he was never in much of a state to do so. He’s not sat up
on the edge of the bed today, and has been sleeping much
longer and more deeply, I think. Wash this morning
probably was exhausting, but I don’t think that’s all.
He still says hello to people who go into his room
(district nurse, GP, volunteer, nurse last night) still
positive about being civil - but, I think, there’s less energy
in it.
Talked to funeral directors today - no problems - but
they won’t embalm an HIV patient - so problems about
having him home and certainly no chance (I imagine) of
open coffin at the service. I’ve also been writing the stuff
for the service booklet. I felt compelled to do it - not least
because I shall be too overcome at the time, I think.
24 March Tuesday 2am: Went up at 12ish - just sat
down again with cup of tea. What takes such time?
- Changed syringe driver and gave night injections
- He wanted water
- Had retching fit, and some vomit
- Wanted up on edge of bed
- More retching
- Him very shaky and distressed
- More water (expedition for ice)
- Glass too heavy, fetch plastic cup - OK
- Needed loo
s
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- Lifted for commode, him very panicky and
breathless and pale, I thought he was going to
pass out
- Bowel movement OK
- Few minutes to be certain
- Then pee
- Bottle
- Wait
- Wait
- Good pee
- Cleaned up
- More drink
- Lifted back to bed
- Breathless
- Lay down
- Arm trapped, relieved, cream on bum
- Pad on
- Roll on back
- Knickers on
- Said he needed commode/loo
- Sure?
- No, can wait
- More water to drink
- Clean up pan, take out bowl, empty bottle
- Decide to increase diamorphine to 1gm
- He agrees
- Done, tea, write
- 2am!
He said to me, ‘Are you alright?’ - out of the depth of
his suffering, still time to be concerned for me.
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24 March Tuesday: Last night - he had cold milk: ‘It’s
so beautiful!’
Today he says: ‘Yes it’s time to go - but I’m still
fighting.’
26 March Thursday 7pm: Today we passed a significant
hurdle - my becoming quite clear that were Roy coherent
he would not wish what was happening to him now to be
happening - we’ve passed the point of no quality and last
night I thought we’d entered negative quality without
prospect of relief - discomfort, harassment, what little
control we had has slipped away.
Yesterday (Wednesday) morning he was much troubled
by endless coughing/gagging to clear his throat, and I felt
it was really distressing him. More Midozolam suggested
and given, followed by quiescent day with things getting
more troublesome as evening came. I was on my own and
hoped to spend a comfy night with him - after more
Midozolam. Poor boy coughed and choked all night and
gave no sign of realising I was there at all, spending the
night with him.
(There’s been - still is - a cat screeching and wailing
outside in the weirdest fashion.)
Today, for the first time, he peed in the bed without
warning - huge wet patch. Didn’t like all efforts of
district nurse to clear up, joint efforts to remake bed,
suffered much in groin cleaning - obviously very painful.
It was all done eventually - two hours or more - and
district nurse went off to town - to be summoned back by
registrar who’d brought urine catheter gear. When they
s
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Top Broderip Ward, Middlesex Hospital, with Nurse John
Left A chilly expedition to Brighton, with wheelchair
Middle Our last Christmas together (1991). Roy’s face is showing the bloating
effects od steroids
Right A seriously bad patch not long after the world trip (autumn 1991)
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Almost blind, a few weeks before he died, with Terry and lillies
s
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went up Roy had been sick, but nurse removed big plug
of gunge from his throat which - blissfully - eased the
coughing. They put the catheter in and we changed the
bed again. More Midozolam - Roy quite out of it.
Suddenly, a calm, level plain: everything peaceful, clean
and in order.
I had talked with registrar - ‘I’m sure we’re now past the
point...’ and showed her the living will document we’d both
signed. Not that I felt that there were any practical
consequences - I just wanted her to know. What did I want
her to do? Nothing, I said, but don’t do anything to keep
him going. She felt nothing was being done ‘officiously’
prolonging life (intravenous feeding would have been, for
example). She felt Roy had had enough - and that his body
was at last giving out on him anyway
During last night Roy had said (in dopey, inward state):
‘Going home’ - which I thought might have meant the end.
I’d said all the things to him before we went to bed - how
much I loved him, that he was the best looking guy in the
world, that he’d made me very happy. He thanked me in his
lovely, diffident way.
Last night Nicky was here and very kind, thoughtful and
supportive. First time she went up he didn’t react, second
time I called her up when I was with him - he recognised
her, asked how she was and, as she left the room, waved his
hand. He was still waving after she’d left the room. I came
down and we cried in each other’s arms for a good while.
I’m crying now at the thought of him - such helplessness,
such open goodness and affection - it’s so easy to overlook
all that in the succession of bedpans, equipment, drugs and
s
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so on. There is so little time in the day to think. I haven’t
dared let myself feel half of what’s been going on - how
could it be borne?
I’ve just been sitting with him for a bit - turned him too.
He’s available enough to say he wants to be on his back or
his side - and earlier while I chatted a little, I said I hoped
everything was alright and he, breathed, ‘Yeh,’ and squeezed
my hand. He’s still there OK!
Yesterday (Wednesday) I spent most of the day trying to
get text sorted out for the funeral - after myriad
interruptions faxed off to designer at 10pm or so. He
replied with first ideas this morning.
Volunteer Dennis stayed Tuesday night - I had blissful
eight hours and felt strong enough yesterday to have night
alone with Roy. Nurse coming in tonight.
It’s been a wearisome nightmare in many ways - days and
nights merging.
27 March Friday 5:40am: He died twenty minutes ago.
Nurse woke me - breathing regular, but short and shallow. I
asked her to leave us alone. No words - breathing gradually
stopped. I said goodbye.
I feel very calm. He looks peaceful. It was time. Dawn is
breaking. The birds are singing.
He knew it was time. He did it right. We’d said all we had
to.
That’s it.
5pm: Now they’ve taken him away and I feel simply that it
has been accomplished.
s
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27 March 1992: Vera sits with him a few hours after he died
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The setting for the funeral at the Lighthouse
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I sat and held his hand and cried a little - his delicate,
expressive fingers - but felt quite detached from the body - it
was, and yet hugely was not him. He looked peaceful - trials
over.
I pottered around after the nurse left (she was quiet,
attentive - lovely) then Rob came - a little tearful paperwork - death certificate - and then the house to
ourselves. I tidied up, did this and that, lit a candle by his
bed and collected blue hyacinth and other flowers from the
garden to put by him. Made arrangements with helpful
funeral directors.
I felt, I suppose, affectionately aware of this now alien
object in the bed - thought a little of all he had done and we
had done - all that depended on his living energy - felt no
great drama in death itself, nor in my reaction (not yet?) there was a degree of peace, harmony in it all - fitness.
The family arrived (sister, bother-in-law, Mum) - very
simple, easy time. Vera thanked me for all I’d done for
him - requested photos of her sitting by him, which I took.
Ambulance arrived to take him to hospital for the postmortem (Hospital for Tropical Diseases!) - I had a last
moment, alone with him. Then they wrapped him up and
took him away.

s
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I

t’s Sunday 29 March: (two days after his death)
playing Neil Sedaka - looking at our huge collection of
photos. I cried a good deal today - feeling how the music
reflects his wonderful lightness of spirit and how he
taught me that the best of popular music expresses real and
beautiful things. Rosie just phoned; she was very despondent
- her mother’s recent death, now Roy’s. I said we shouldn’t
feel despondent about Roy - his life and how he’d dealt with
AIDS was a triumph - that for months every day was a bonus,
a gift - and for so much of that period we had had real quality
time together.
Terry came over yesterday (Saturday) to discuss the
funeral. Played the Anvil Chorus - that slayed me - how truly
it exemplifies his energy - his sparkle.
Sue came over tonight. I realised how long it was since Roy
and I had had a binge together. She had a few photographs of
Roy at her place - wonderfully made up - frock, hat - looking
radiant! It was a part of his life I couldn’t fully share or fulfil
- but she and Rosie liberated him - what a character - and, as
Sue remarked - so hugely, obviously, deliciously masculine!
‘Darling, there will never be another!’ he sings.
s
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On Friday (the day he died), Peter and Geraldine
suggested we met in town. We went to the Covent Garden
Wine Bar and the Café des Amis du Vin where the four of
us had been together on several occasions - lots of
champagne, splendid meal - completely rat-arsed again and all evening talking about Roy. It was perfect, just what
I needed - no reservations or self-consciousness.
There’s been plenty of opportunity for talking about him
- dozens of phone calls - at one point I felt I’d had more
than enough talking. So many phone calls - kindly, loving,
supportive friends. Today Vera phoned to see how I was - I
was very touched.
Spent yesterday and today intermittently sorting papers,
chucking out lots, felt improper going through his wallet taking cash out, sending staff travel pass back - all very odd.
I’ve been quite busy - partly because I’ve felt compelled to
do things - but also periods of quiet, several bouts of
weeping - especially (again) Anvil Chorus - he loved it so!
I’ve had brief moments of doubt and guilt - did I really
treasure him as he deserved, did I really do all it was possible
to do - did he really have the best possible deal we could
offer?
I think so - friends have been saying how well we both did
- there’s admiration and appreciation - it’s reassuring.
Thank goodness we said all we could - I told him how
wonderful I thought him, how much I loved him - many
times. I think my cool slipped only slightly once or twice
when I was on my beam ends - but not much.
I was curiously spooked last night after Moon and Son (a
normally entertaining comedy about mother and son who
s
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dabble in astrology and spiritualism) - but went to sleep in
our bed and slept well. The scent of blue hyacinths still fills
the room - the smell of death for ever!
It’s amazing how much there is to do! I’ve been washing
constantly since Friday - everything nearly done now, I
think. So much paperwork!
I’m not sure how much the estate is worth, but I think
there will be enough to make life that little bit easier and to
compensate for the loss of his income - we had no problem
living up to our joint earnings!
There’s the curious detail of our wardrobes - largely
interchangeable - shall I wear any of his stuff? It will feel
very strange.
On Friday night I felt enriched and strengthened by his
death - somehow strong and confident rather than bereft
and empty. It’s been very strange in the house, though.
Eerily empty, silent - especially after the thronging crowd
that’s been around recently!
I felt deprived of someone to do something for - after
weeks of longing for relief it was awful to have no demands
to meet - nothing whatsoever that I had to do for someone
else.
I simply can’t believe he’s gone - there’s that smile on the
QE2 photograph - how can such energy, such spirit, just
go? Of course it’s commonplace!
Am I starting to idealise him? I don’t think so. He was
wonderful! I must eat.
4 April Saturday: Managed four days back at work this
week, and just about got into the rhythm of things again.
s
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I still can’t believe he’s not here - where’s all that
energy, humour, zest gone? After all the demands - and
my longing for relief - I now long for him to look after
again.
I’m uneasy out of the house for a moment longer than
necessary - and rush back - to? of course, nothing. I feel
like a parent must when responding to a baby’s cry - it’s as
deep, conditioned, automatic now it seems. And I miss it!
I felt listless and physically depressed early in the week
- and found it very difficult to work through the day Tuesday I came home around 3pm, washed out.
Wednesday evening, my old friend David came round en
route for Canterbury - it felt good - almost like a minor
resumption of normal life - I bodged up a meal for him but good to have someone to do something for.
I’ve just finished sorting out the pharmacy (well, half
finished) and started going through Roy’s things in his
room - had very curious effect - removing the mystery?
Taking away the depth of perspective another person
owns? - there wasn’t anything peculiar or revealing - but it
was his territory - and only he knew it all, as master of the
darker corners - now I’ve invaded, sorted, chucked out - I
felt as though I’d chucked him out as well. Quite
disturbing. On the other hand, he’s not here any more,
and nothing I do or don’t do will change that.
Dozens and dozens of phone calls, cards and letters this
week - great outpouring of affection and fond memories.
Edith (our dear cleaning lady) let herself in and brought
flowers - ‘Roy - dear friend. Bon voyage’ the card said. It
made me cry.
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It’s been very busy - sorting out the funeral and so on.
Everything is in place, I think, spent time with Terry at the
Lighthouse today; visited Lighthouse yesterday - met the
wonderful caterer Billie Harris. The Lighthouse is a very
special place - beautifully appointed, friendly, reassuring. I’m
very tired again.
6 April Monday - Roy’s funeral: The funeral was an
extraordinary occasion - ‘turning tragedy into triumph’ as one
dear friend described it - and it had a startling and radical
impact on me and many of the people there.
During the last week of his life I had been preparing for the
funeral, investigating caterers, the availability of the Ian
McKellen Hall at the London Lighthouse, searching for a
white suit to wear which had somehow grabbed my brain,
talking to funeral directors, writing and arranging the printing
of the funeral invitation and a memorial booklet, with curious
intrusions of feelings of disloyalty to him while he was still
living and breathing.
He had discussed his funeral with our dear friend Terry the
previous autumn, and it had always been our intention that
the event should be a party. I knew in my head exactly how I
wanted it arranged, and never really considered the
extraordinary risk of getting the whole tone and character of
such an event wrong.
The event was billed as ‘a celebration of his life and
courage’ and friends were invited to arrive an hour before
the non-religious ceremony was to take place. They were
greeted by a splendid array of beautiful food and as much
bucks fizz or straight champagne as they could consume.
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The chairs in the room were arranged in a U-shape with
the coffin standing in the midst of the open end. Beyond
the coffin a large colour photograph of him with his black
rabbit was hung, flanked by the most spectacular and
flamboyant floral displays, arranged by a florist friend of
Terry’s. Along the side of the room were hung several
collages, each of twenty or thirty photographs covering his
life from childhood to recent times. Cheerful music was
played by two or three friends on the grand piano as we
drank and talked and leant on the coffin with our
champagne.
For the ceremony itself - which lasted far longer than
we had expected - nearly an hour and a half - Terry found
a most moving secular voice of reverence and love,
interspersed with lightness and humour. He provided a
strong and purposeful framework for the reminiscences of
family and friends and the music which Roy had chosen.
There were quiet, serious moments; many tears - and
much genuine, joyful laughter. Rob, our counsellor
consultant spoke, and in his few moments encapsulated
much of his wisdom which had so profoundly influenced
the quality of our lives. He spoke of Roy as a ‘changeable
man’ - able to adapt with fluidity and courage to everchanging realities. He spoke of the peace and
reconciliation which he had found in the house.
The coffin was carried out to ‘The Best of Times is
Now’ from La Cage Aux Folles - chosen by Roy and
absolutely endorsed by me as the final word on his life. His
Mum and one or two of the family went off to the
crematorium. I felt no urge to be present at what was, I
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felt, simply a utilitarian necessity - I had said goodbye to
him and he had left long before - what remained in the
coffin was simply a symbol, albeit a mighty one.
The sixty or so of the rest of us remained in the room
and resumed eating and drinking for another couple of
hours, weeping and laughing and talking and reminiscing
- and getting increasingly drunk.
For me, the day was one of the rare occasions in my life
when I felt I made almost no conscious decisions at all - I
was swept up in a flow of events, feelings, relationships
which had a momentum of their own. There must have
been, I think, some kind of inevitability in the pattern and
character of the day - an inevitability based on such long
reflection and planning about the quality of the event and
the people, and on the universal love and admiration for
Roy - that once it was set in motion no more thinking or
conscious decisions were necessary.
There was a remarkable variety of people present: Roy’s
dear Mum, sister and her family and other relatives and
friends from Yorkshire; my dear father (my mother
chickened out at the last minute to my resigned disgust)
and brother and sister-in-law; friends of Roy’s and mine
from all times of our lives and all parts of the country; a
couple of my customers who were old, dear friends;
doctors and nurses from the hospital and the community
team; some of Roy’s colleagues from work - such a
gathering!
The community of feeling among everyone, many of
whom had not met before - of love, of grief, of joy, of
friendship - was such that it wove the hours we were
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